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Abstract

Virtual Reality simulators have the potential to offer a new training paradigm for

improving the practical skills of robot operators. They provide a training environment where

robot operators can make mistakes and learn from these mistakes without any risks and cost.

This thesis follows through the design and evaluation of a robotic simulator for 7 functions

Magnum subsea dual arms. The simulator of Magnum subsea dual arms is developed using

OpenGL and Microsoft Visual C++. The program offers the capability in carrying out a

number of different commands. The inverse kinematics allows the user to speci$ a desired

end-effector's position in the workspace and again see the arm move accordingly. As well,

the robot may operate in a complete dynamic simulation mode. Hydraulic functions are also

presented in the dynamic simulator.

The main purpose of this simulator is to train a robot operator. In order to take

advantage of the capabilities offered by robots, operators must learn a completely new set of

skills. These skills include understanding the robots condition by interpreting sensor data,

adapting to the view provided by an operated robot, and recognizing the capabilities and

limitations of the robot they are operating. To give operators understanding of the robots

kinematics abilities, manipulability is employed in this thesis. When the operators use this

simulator, they can see manipulability ellipsoids and measure, which indicate the ability of

the robot arm from the viewpoints of kinematics. This thesis analyzes manipulability forthe

Magnum subsea dual arms as well. The analysis of manipulabilify can be used for optimal

posture of the manipulators in the workspace for performing a given task during training.

Especially, the trainer can know immediately not only the manipulability of Magnum subsea

dual arms but also the desirable direction for good performance through the ellipsoid shown

in the graphic user interface. This thesis analyzes robot arms dynamics through case studies

of dynamics. The case studies show dynamic conditions of Magnum subsea dual arms and

capabilities from the viewpoints of dynamics.
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I lntroduction

Nowadays, graphic simulators for robotic systems are indispensable in most of the

robot design, learning, and exploitation steps. The technological advances and improvements

in computing engineering allow them to be applied to any field in robotics. In addition, they

have become significantly more powerful and flexible. In this thesis an application of a

simulator is presented. This simulator uses the dynamics of the real robot. The simulator

provides several advantages, like being able to train robot operators without the cost, nor the

risk of manipulating a real robot. Many problems associated with robot operator training can

be reduced or eliminated using a virrr¡al approach. While they may never fully replace real

life training, it is believed that simulating robotic use can become an important tool for

training robot operators.

1.1 Motivation and General Overview

Simulators are often described as a risk free method of allowing novices to practice

their skills. They also have the potential to improve safety during training in a safety critical

task as demonstrated by the success and widespread adoption of flight simulators. The use of

robot simulators can achieve the same level of success. Moreover, recent advances in virtual

reality technology including haptic interfaces and significant reduction in the cost to

performance ratio of computers have enabled researchers to perform real-time interactive

simulations on desktop computer stations. This thesis is to develop a training system for a

robot operator. This work presents development of a simulator for a class of cooperating

Magnum manipulators in response to a need to develop training systems for robot operators,

especially those operating in unstructured environments. The simulator must include

dynamic interactions. The ability of analyzing the arms' dynamics will be used to evaluate

the performance of Magnum subsea dual arms from viewpoints of dynamics.

This thesis presents manipulability also. Manipulability is defined as the measure of
the flexibility of the manipulator to transmit the end-effector motion in response to a unit

norm motion of the rates of active joints in the system. Manipulability indices have been
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widely used in robotics analysis, task specification, and mechanism design. The basic idea of

manipulability analysis consists of describing directions in the task or joint space that

extremize the ratio between some measure of effort in joint space and a measure of

performance in task space. The concept of the manipulability ellipsoid of robotic mechanism

is extended to two cooperating robots. Yoshikawa 123,241is credited with first introducing

the concept of manipulability. Since then, various alternative formulations with different

aspects of manipulability have been investigated and proposed by a number of other authors

in different applications, including robot control, fault diagnostic, robot design and

optimization. The measure of manipulability is further utilized in this thesis to help finding

optimal posture of Magnum subsea dual arms from the viewpoints of kinematics through

various case studies.

1.2 Magnum Søþsea Manipulators

Magnum subsea manipulators (Figurel-1) are developed by International Submarine

Engineering Ltd. (ISE) in B.C. Canada [26]. They have discovered that there is no universal

manipulator for submersible applications. Thus 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 functions Magnum

master/slave and force reflecting manipulators have been produced. Manipulator

requirements, including size, envelopes, lift capacity, joint mobility, kinematics, and

actuators, differ between applications. Figure l-l shows the 7 functions Magnum subsea

manipulator.

Figure l-1 7 functions Magnum subsea manipulator [26].
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Typical tasks for which Magnum is used include: i) cleaning sand, mud cutting build

up and debris clearance; ii) jetting and brushing operations; iii) wall thickness measurements

in flow line; iv) valve turning and bolt torquing and cable cutting; v) hot line stabbing for

hydraulic overrides; vi) accident investigation; vii)biological and geological sampling. ISE

offers a number of standard Magnum manipulators. However, these manipulators are often

customized to perform some of the more specialized aforementioned tasks. Table l-1 shows

specifications of the 7 functions Magnum subsea manipulator.

Table 1-1 7 functions Magnum subsea manipulator specifications.

Lift

Term

Reach

Weight in Air

Operating Pressure

Accuracy

295 kg at full extension

Swing Joint

1.5 m

Shoulder Joint

71 kg (nominal)

Elbow Joint

description

6,890 kPa (nominal)

Pitch Joint

Better than +/- 12.7 mm

Yaw Joint

50 degrees; 20 degrees per second (nominal)

Rotate Joint

90 degrees; 20 degrees per second (nominal)

130 degrees; 30 degrees per second (nominal)

Jaw Oper/Close

1.3 Scope and Ohjects of the Thesis

1 l5 degrees; 30 degrees per second (nominal)

120 degrees; 30 degrees per second (nominal)

The objectives of this research are to develop and implement a simulator for the 7

functions Magnum subsea dual manipulators and to analyze its manipulability that may be

Continuous and servo (360 degrees);

150 degrees per second (nominal)

7.5 cm opening ;10.2 cm per second (nominal);

Clamp force 150 kg
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applied to improved training. This work began with the investigation of various mathematical

abstractions relating to robotics and the study of Visual Cr-r and OpenGL. In this thesis, it

first shows that creating an application, the Magnum subsea dual arms simulator, using

Visual C# and OpenGL. Second, the thesis explains the equations for the robot arms.

Finally, the simulator is tested and the manipulability of robot arms is analyzed. The

development of a simulator can essentially be divided into two parts: modeling, and

verification/investigation the simulator. Modeling can be into three parts: 3D graphic

modeling, kinematics, and dynamics. Aspects of game technologies are used for 3D graphic

modeling and programming parts such as collision detection. The required mathematical

model is obtained from the literature, and is kept simple yet accurate. The dynamic model

developed is expected to describe fully the nonlinear dynamical behavior of the Magnum's

hydraulic actuators and rigid body system. This thesis presents robot arms manipulability and

analyzes the manipulability of Magnum subsea dual arms. The analysis can be used for

understanding robot operator actions during the training and to fìnd optimal posture of

Magnum subsea dual arms.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Oventiew of OpenGL

Standard three-dimensional graphics application programming interfaces (API), such

as OpenGL which is employed for this project, are software interfaces to graphics hardware

that allow developers to create interactive 3D applications. They usually provide a complete

set of functions to build these applications. This section details the origin, the benefrts, the

functionality and the applications of one of the most used graphics application programming

interface (API): the OpenGL API.

Z.L.L A Brief History of OpenGL

The OpenGL API began as an initiative of Silicon Graphics Incorporated (SGI) to

create a single, vendor-independent API for the development of 2D and 3D graphics

applications. In the late 80's it was established that almost each hardware vendor made use of

its own graphics libraries. This made it very difficult, time-consuming and expensive for

software developers to implement versions of their products for each hardware platform.

Aware of this lack of uniformity in graphics software devices and convinced that this was a

real inhibitor to the expansion of the 3D market, SGI decided in 1990 to start a project

intending to create a standard graphics application programming interface. The first version

of the OpenGL API (currently version 1.5) was released two years later. It was for the most

part the descendant of a previous graphics library known as IRIS GL, developed by SGI in

the 80's, which lacked general functionality and was suffering from problems of platform

independence. But SGI preserved the assets of their previous API, which is its ability to

render 3D objects quickly and effrciently [22]. OpenGL first was just a specification but then

SGI licensed the use of the name, a set of conformance tests, and a sample implementation

that hardware vendors had to buy to develop official OpenGl-compliant drivers for their

hardware. A consortium, the OpenGL Architecture Review board (ARB), was formed in

7992, originally to license OpenGL and to direct further developments. However, as the
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sample implementation was recently released under an open source license, the ARB is now

responsible of changes in the specification and of proposal of new releases only. The ARB is

independent and composed of a set of major graphics vendors tike SGI itself, IBM, Microsoft

or 3Dlabs, which ensures that SGI has not an absolute power on the standard. Cunently,

OpenGL counts Development of an object-oriented API for particle simulation - Anthony

Bridon 5 over 70 licensees among the industry's leading companies involved with the

computing industry such as Sun Microsystems, Compaq or Apple. Software developers are

free to use the OpenGL API in their applications with no need to license. As for hardware

developers, they can get the sample implementation for free but need an additional license to

be proclaimed OpenGL conform and to use the OpenGL trademark [7].

2.I.2 Benefits for Hardware and Software developers

This section lists briefly the advantages offered by OpenGL to developers: i)Industry

standard: the OpenGL API is the only open, vendor and platform independent graphics

standard and it has been available for over ten years so that it is now very well-documented,

either in literature or on the internet . Numerous websites offer tutorials and sample code to

easily get started with the API. Since its creation, the OpenGL API has also proven its

stability and reliability on a large number of platforms, which make it the graphics standard

used in every technologic sector. Additions and modif,rcations to the specification are

controlled by the ARB and announced in time to allow developers to take them into account.

Updates are moreover made in order to ensure backward compatibility with existing

applications; ii) Portability: OpenGL applications can be developed regardless of operating

system; iii) Evolving: the OpenGL API extension feature allows staying current with new

hardware features; iv) Scalable: OpenGL applications can run on a wide range of systems

including PCs, workstations, supercomputers and consumer electronics. This way, the

developer does not need to worry about the type of machine its application is going to run on;

v) Easy to use: OpenGL drivers hide low-layer information, making programming easier for

the developer and freeing him from having to design for specific hardware features 14, l7l.
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2.2 Kinematics

In the kinematics analysis of manipulator position, there are two separate problems to

solve: forward kinematics, and inverse kinematics. Forward kinematics involves solving the

forward transformation equation to find the location of the hand in terms of the angles and

displacements between the links. The angles and displacements between the links are called

joint coordinates and are described with link variables, while the location of the hand in

space is described with Cartesian coordinates. Inverse kinematics involves solving the

inverse transformation equation to find the relationships between the links of the manipulator

from the location of the hand in space.

Forward kinematics is the problem of locating the position and orientation of the end

link, given the joint angles. This computation is straightforward for serial-link manipulators,

but difficult for parallel-link manipulators. The Magnum is a serial-link manipulator. This

thesis begins by discussing the setting up of coordinate systems in the links and

transformations between them, through the use of the named Denavit-Hartenberg

representation.

2.2.1 Denavit-Hartenberg Coordinates

The standard way for setting up coordinate systems in links is the Denavit-Hartenberg

representation. The Denavit-Hartenberg Coordinate system works by defining an

orthonormal coordinate system for each robot joint. After these are defined, then each joint is

related to the next through a transformation. This is the information stored in the

representation. Figure 2-1 shows two joints in a complex robotic system, and the involved

parameters. Four parameters are involved between each pair of joints. In Figure 2-1, the

origins of the coordinate frames at link n+1 and link r +2 arc marked with a black dot in the

figure. Four transformations in a specific order will bring these frames coincident with each

other. By definition, coordinate axis 2,, passes though link r + 1 .
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Figure 2-1 Parameters in Denavit-Hartenberg representation.

The four transformations are as follows:

1. A rotation 0,,,, abouf the 2,, axis to bring X,, parallel withX,,*,

2. A translation d,,*, along the 2,, axis, to make the X axes collinear

3 . A translation a,,*, along the X ,, axis to make the Z axes coincide

4. A rotation a,,*, about the X,, axis to bring 2,, parallel withz,,*,

Quite often, several of the four transformations are zero.

2.2.2 Link Coordinate Transformation

A commonly used convention for selecting frames of reference in robotic applications

is the Denavit-Hartenberg convention. In this convention, each homogeneous transformation

l, is represented as a product of four basic transformations [13]:

A, = R, (0,)Tr ans, (d,)Tr an s, (a,) R, (a,)

t7
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2.3 Jacobian

The Jacobian is a multidimensional form of the derivative and is useful in robotics

because it relates the joint velocities to the velocities for a given manipulator. The Jacobian

can be found by calculating the derivative of the kinematics equations described earlier.

The derivative of a transformation dT, representing rotation and translation, can be

expressed in terms of a matrix product

where the differential change is expressed with respect to base coordinates, and

dT =Tr A. (2.3)

where the differential change is expressed with respect to coordinate frame I coordinates.

The differential rotation and translation transformation A is composed from the elements of

two vectors:.d ,the differentialtranslation vector, and á, the differential rotation vector

(2.1)

dT=LT

I o -6" 6y d,]

o=la o -4 o,l
l-6, 6, o d, 

I

lo o o o.l

(2.2)

r8
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The elements of á represent differential rotations about the X, Y, and Z axes.In the case of

differential rotations it will be shown that the result is independent of the order of rotation

and that differential rotations õ,, õy, and õ, made about the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively,

are equivalent to a differential rotation d0 made about a unit magnitude vector k if

The relationship between t^ and 
^ 

was is shown to be

, L=T-rLT

where the transformation Z , composed of column n, o ) a

differential coordinate transformation. The elements of rÁ, in

are shown to be

6, = krd9

õ, = krdo

õ, = krd?

Given any transformation expression represented by a transformation graph, the differential

coordinate transformation Z, which relates differential changes between coordinate frames,

is the path traced from the head of the link representing the transform in which the change

occurred to the head of the transform in which the equivalent change is desired.

'd,=r'((6x p)+d)

'o, =o'((6x p)+d)

'' d,=o'((6x p)+d)

(2.s)

(2.6)

, and p, is known as the

terms of the elements of A,

These methods will be applied to develop the manipulator Jacobian, in which case the

differential coordinate transformation for a differential change in coordinate frame Q caused

'6r=r'6
'u,=o'6
'6r=o'6

(2.7)

(2.8)

T9



by a differential change in joint coordinate i is'r{. The differential translation and rotation

vectors representing the column of the Jacobian for a revolute joint can be simplified to

and where the joint is prismatic the differential translation and rotation vectors become

16 d, = (-n,p, + nrp)i(-o,py + oyp,)j(-a,py * ayp,)k

'u 6, = n,i + o,j+ a-k

2.4 Manipulability

Various factors should be taken into account when the mechanism and the size of a

robot manipulator are chosen at the design stage, or when the posture of the manipulator is

determined in the workspace for performing a given task during operation. An important

factor among these is the ease of arbitrarily changing the position and orientation of the end-

effector at the tip of the manipulator. In this chapter an approach will be presented for

evaluating quantitatively this ability of manipulators from the viewpoint of kinematics. From

the kinematics aspect, the concepts of the manipulability ellipsoid and the manipulability

measure will be introduced.

2.4.L Single Arm Manipulability Ellipsoid and Manipulability Measure

2.4.1.1 Manipulability Ellipsoid

'u d, = nri + orj + ark

'uõ,=oi+oj+ok

(2.e)

(2.10)

The unit sphere defined at the origin of the joint velocity space can be mapped to the

ellipsoid in the Cartesian velocity space by Jacobian transformation. This ellipsoid is called

the manipulability ellipsoid. The manipulability ellipsoid describes the characteristics of the

feasible motion in the Cartesian space corresponding to unit norm joint velocities. The

manipulability ellipsoid is mathematically defined as follows. Assuming that an n degree of

freedom robot arm is working in an m dimensional task space, where m 1 r7,

20
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i and { indicate the Cartesian and joint velocify vectors defined

the joint space .R" respectively. -I represents the mxn Jacobian

def,rnes the mapping from .R" to R' . The unit sphere in R" described by ll¿ll' = f can be

mapped into an ellipsoid in ,R' through J [8, 9].

llall' = a'a

= ir (J*)r J*i
= i'(JJ')'i

= i' (JJ')t Ì =l

* = J(q)q

where the superscript "+" indicates the pseudo-inverse(see Appendix 1) of

J* =Jr(JJr )-' . Equation (2.14) represents an ellipsoid inR'. This ellipsoid

manipulability ellipsoid.

Now the principal axes of the manipulability ellipsoid can be found by making use of

the singular-value decomposition (see Appendix 2) of J Let the singular-value

decomposition of "r be [18, 19]

I _II>VT QJs)

where U and V are, respectively. mxm and nxn orthogonal matrices, and where X is an

mxn matrix defined by

(2.13)

in the task space A' and

matrix. The Jacobian -I

The scalars ot,o2,...,a,, are called singular value of J, and they are equal to the m larger

values of the n roo: {J|,r=1,2,...,n\, where )", i't' column vector of u 123,24]. Then the

(2.14)

the matrix ,

is called the

or

t- or2 o,

2t



principal axes of the manipulability ellipsoid are o(tÞõ2u2,...,onum. The major axis of the

ellipsoid ørur corresponds to the direction of the end-effector that can move the most easily

and the least easily at o,ott, direction. When this ellipsoid becomes a sphere, the end-effector

can move with uniform ease in all directions. Also, the larger the ellipsoid is, the faster the

end-effector can move. Hence, such singular-value decomposition and the subsequent

geometric interpretation as the manipulability ellipsoid permits a very useful tool in

development of various performance measures and metrics, which will be summarized

briefly next.

2.4.1.2 Yoshikawa's Measure of Manipulability

The following is the method of manipulability measure, introduced by Yoshikawal23,

241. One of the representative measures for the ability of manipulation derived from the

manipulability ellipsoid is the volume of the ellipsoid. This is given by c.w,whete

Figure 2-2 Manipulabil ity ellipsoid I [24].

o{tl

I

oz'Lt2

^ _l (2o)""' /[2.4.6..,(m-z)'m]
"' - 

I Z(2n¡t'-tr z lll' 3' 5 ""(m -2)' ml

w = oro2,,.ont,

if m is even

if m is odd

22
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Since the coefficient c, is constant when z is fixed, the volume is proportional tow. Hence,

w as a representative measure can be regarded. w is defined as the manipulability measure

for manipulator configuration q .

The manipulability measure w has the following properties:

(i) w=

(ii) When mxn (that is, non-redundant manipulators), the measure w reduces to

detJ(q)Jr (q).

(iii) Generally w > 0 holds, and w = 0 if and only if

ranU(q) < m

(in other words, if and only if the manipulator is in a

the manipulability measure is to be regarded as a

configuration from singular ones.

, = ldet J(q)|.

(iv) When mxn, the set of all v which is realizable by ajoint velocity f such that

is a parallelepiped in ¡ø -dimensional space, with a volume of Zn'w. In other words, the

measure w is proportional to the volume of the parallel-piped. This gives another physical

interpretation of w, different from the volume of the manipulability ellipsoid, although this is

valid only for the case of mxn f23,24].

2.4.1.3 Condition Number

(2.re)

(2.2t)

singular configuration). From this fact

kind of distance of the manipulator

14,lat, i=1,2,...,m

Salisbury and Craig [4] defined the manipulability to evaluate the workspace quality

by utilizing the condition number of -¡, which is given by

(2.20)

(2.22)
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where a, and 6ñ are the minimum and maximum singular values of -r, and

6, = {1, 6, =,lT

and ), and A, are the minimum and maximum of the eigenvalues of JJr , respectively.

Geometrically, it is the ratio of the length of the major semiaxis to the length of the minor

semiaxis of the manipulability ellipsoid. Such measure has a lower bound of 1, but it grows

out of bound and tends to infrnity when the manipulator is near the singular configuration.

2.4.I.4Isotropy Index

f cQ)=9L
on

Isotropy Index is defined by the reciprocal of the condition number of -I , which is

given by

Geometrically, it is the ratio of the length of the minor axis to the length of the major axis of

the manipulability ellipsoid. Such a measure is better behaved compared with the condition

number, since the values remain bounded between the values of 0 and l When this value is

close to 1, the end-effector can move with uniform ease in all directions [9].

(2.23)

(2.24)

2.4.2 Example of Planar Serial RR Manipulator

f r(J) =

A two-link manipulator is shown in Figure 2-3. The hand position is [x, y]t , and the

Jacobian matrix is

on

6l

J

and the manipulability measure

(2.2s)

=li:J,':i,i:: :::':)

wis

24
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Thus, the manipulator tasks its optimal configuration when Qz = X90", for any given values

of l,l,and 0,. If the lengths /, and lrcan be specified underthe condition of constanttotal

length (that is, lr+lr= constant), then the manipulability measure attains its maximum when

l, = l, for any given 0, and9r. When the human arm is regarded as a two-link mechanism by

neglecting the degree of freedom of sideward direction at the shoulder and the degree of

freedom at the wrist, it approximately satisfies the relation l, = l, . Moreover, when humans

use their hands to perform some task such as writing letters, the angle of the elbow is usually

in the neighborhood of 90". Thus, it could be said that humans unconsciously use the arm

postures that are best from the viewpoint of manipulability [24].

w =laettl= t,trlSrl. (2.27)

The two principal axes of the manipulability ellipsoid of the case of l, = l, - l, are specified

by o,, ô2, ut, and, ur, and can be derived as follows using the method described in Appendix

2. First, is given by

JJT

and its eigenvalu

Figure 2-3 Two-link manipulator.

_ t (s, + s,r)t + s,rt -(,s, + ^t,rxq + crr)- s,rcrrf
-L-tt, +,S,r)(c, +crr)-srrc,, (cr+c,r)2 +c,rz l'
es are
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Thus, the singular values are given by o, = JT, , where i = 1,2. Next, from equation (A 2.8'),

A=lr+2c,+

¿ =l z+Zc" -.L

where

,q = 
{[(s, 

+ 
^s,, ) (c, + c rr) + s rrc rr]' + [{s, * s,, )' * s,, - ^,f'\

Figure 2.4 shows the manipulability ellipsoid and the manipulability measure for /, = lz=1.

obtained by use of the above expression. Figure 2.4 states clearly the direction in which it is

easy to manipulate the end-effector 124).

,, = [{(s, + s,r)(c, +c,r) + s,'co} / k,,{(s, *s,r)' + s,, - t,\ / k,f ,

5 +lZCr+8C,

5+l2Cr+8Cr'

'lJtr'

f,'

Figure 2-4 Manipulability ellipsoid and manipulabilify measure of a RR manipulator [24]

Manipulability
ellipsoid

Manipulability
measure
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3 Modeling

3D visualization of the manipulator model is an important component of this project.

The related work in this area is quite advanced and a number of excellent commercial

products are available to perform robot visualization.

3.1 3D Graphic Modeling

The simulator was developed by using OpenGL and Microsoft Visual C**. But,

OpenGL doesn't provide high-level commands for describing models of three-dimensional

objects. Such commands might not allow specifing relatively complicated shapes such as

automobiles, parts of the body, airplanes, or molecules. So, AutoCAD 2004, 3D Max 5.0,

and 3D Exploration were employed for 3D graphic modeling in this project.

3.1.1 Schematic Drawing

To create 3D graphic modeling, AutoCAD was employed. AutoCAD is a general

purpose computer aided drafting application program designed for use on single-user,

desktop personal computers and graphic workstations. It was initially developed in the early

1980's by Autodesk Inc. Up until Releasel0; AutoCAD was essentially a two-dimensional

drawing system. Following that release, it now supports a full three-dimensional database.

This has had the effect that the features of AutoCAD that support two-dimensional drawing

are fully self-contained and can still be used as a2D system without being concerned with its

3D features. AutoCAD 2004 was employed for this project. Figure 3-1 shows a schematic

drawing of 7 functions Magnum subsea manipulator and represents its dimensions. The 3D

model of Magnum was created by and based on these dimensions. These dimensions were

provided by International Submarine Engineering Ltd. It was not difficult to build a 3D

model by using AutoCAD 2004. According to the dimensions, the 3D model was created by

using several solid commands, such as extrude, union, and intersection in AutoCAD 2004.

The shape of the arm was modified slightly but the dimensions were exactly the same.

However, it was the fìrst step to convert the 3D model to OpenGL code.
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Figure 3-2 is a captured image while the 3D graphic model was being created by AutoCAD

2004.

7.31

Figure 3-l Schematic drawing of 7 functions Magnum subsea manipulator.
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3.I.2 Converting 3ds file

3D Studio Max was also developed by Autodesk Inc. This 3D modeling software was

used to import the 3ds files which were exported from AutoCAD and to export those files to

the ASE (ASCII Scene Export) files in this project. It was also used for converting the

coordinates of each of the links because each link needed the pivot points for OpenGL code.

After this processing, the 3D Exploration was used for converting ASE (ASCII Scene

Export) files to OpenGL frles. 3D Exploration can convert 3D models into OpenGL code

(polygons). Steps for converting 3ds file into OpenGL code include: i) 3D Modeling using

AutoCAD; ii) Export to a 3ds (3D Studio) using AutoCAD; iii) Import to a 3ds (3D Studio)

File using 3D Studio Max; iv) Export to ASE Files using 3D Studio Max; v) Convert ASE

Files to C-l* code using 3D Exploration.

3.2 Kinematics of Magnum

3.2.L Forward Kinematics of Magnum

Forward kinematics is the problem of locating the position and orientation of the end link,

given the joint angles. This computation is straightforward for the Magnum subsea dual arms.

This thesis begins by discussing the transformations between them, through the use of the

named Denavit-Hartenberg representation.

3.2.1.1 Link Coordinate Transformation

A commonly used convention for selecting frames of reference in robotic applications

is the Denavit-Hartenberg convention. In this convention, each homogeneous transformation

l, is represented as a product of four basic transformations. ,1, is already defined in chapter

2. According to Figure 3-3, the 5'r' link frame is rotated about Y axis, so A, can be

represented as following:

A, = R, (0,)Tr an s 

" 
(d,)Tr ans, (a,) R r(a,)
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fcos d,

I sinfl

t:
-sin fl, 0

cos9, 0

0l
00

fcos á, cos a,

I sinfl cosq

L 
-sinq

il[i

So, (2.1) and (3.1) are used to solve the forward kinematics of Magnum subsea dual arms in

this thesis. Figure 3-3 shows the coordinate frames of 7 functions Magnum"subsea

manipulator.

00
l0
0l
00

:l[å i : il['ï" i

?lL; : å ilL-'î. ;

-sinfl cos0,sina,

cosø, sinfl sinq
0 cosø,

00

a,cos0,l

a,sin0, 
Ioil

stna,

0

cosø,

0

(3. 1)

Figure 3-3 Coordinate frames of 7 functions Magnum subsea manipulator.

Table 2-l lists the Denavit-Hartenberg coordinates for Magnum subsea manipulator.
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Table 3-l Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

0

0

a

0

ll

0

l2

0

d

l3

l6

90"

t.

0

According to equation (2.1) and (3.7), At matrix will be defÏned by following.

ls

variable

0

(3.2)

0

-90'

0l

link

e2

90"

03

1

0

(3.3)

e.

2

es

J

e6

/, cosá, 
-l

/, sin d, I

0l
1l

lrcos0rl
lrsin0, 

Iil
/, cos d, 

-l

/, sin d, 
Iil

locos0ol

tosin0o 
I

0l,l

4

(3.4)

5

6

0 sin á,

0 -cosd,
10
00

(3.s)

Icos d,

lsiná.
A.=l t'10

Lo

f cos0,

n =l'inl,'10
Lo

[cos d,

I sin á.
A"=l r

'10
lo
fcos fl
I sin d.

A.=l I
"10

Lo

0

0

I

0

-sin0,
cos0,

0

0

-sinQ
cos0..

0

0

0

0

1

0

0 -sin áo

0 cosáo

-l 0

00

3l



t:,r=h

fcos

LinAu=l 
o

Lo

-sin8 cosS

cosd, siná,

00
00

/, cos dr l
/, sind, 

I

?l
0l
nl

rl

e6

e6

-sinQ 0

cosQ 0

01
00

ArA"A"AoArAu = Tu =

f n, ox crx

l', o, e,

ln- o- a-

Ld d d

fl, = ct(szzqcø - crrosrsu) - s, (crsu )

fry = st(snqcø - crrosrsu) + c, (crsu)

n_ =-cn4c6 -'sã4'ss's6

o, = ct (-szs¿so - crrosrcu) - s, (srcu )

o, = st (-srr¿so - crtosrcu) + c, (srcu)

o-=c234s6-sn4s5c6

a,=ct(cztqcr)-s,s,

an=st(cztqcs)+c,s,

p,f
Io,l (3.s)

p, l

rl

(3.6)

(3.7)

A_ : S234Cs

p, = ctl(l, + I u)czzqc s + I ocrro + lrcr., + lrcrl- s, (/, + I u) s, + lrc,

p y : stl(l, + l)crroc, + I ocrro + lrcr, + lrc rf + cr(I, + /u )s, + /,s,

p, = (ls + lu)srroc, + I osrro + lrsr. + lrs,

(3.e)

3.2.2Inverse Kinematics of Magnum

Forward kinematics can only indirectly control the position of each segment by

specif,ing rotation angles at the joints between the root and the end-effector. This may result
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in unpredictable behavior during interpolation. In contrast, inverse kinematics provides direct

control over the placement of the end-effector by solving for the joint angles that can place it

at the desired location.

3.2.2.1 Magnum Manipulator Solution

For Magnum, 4 is calculated through the position and Euler angles of Magnum end-

effector. It is equal to the product of the six I matrices (See Figure 3-4).

{

'r
I

Figure 3-4 The manipulator transform graph [131

The equation (3.10) is premultiplied by l;r and the equation (3.11) is obtained.

-424A4A.A6= ArtTu (3.11)

ArArArAoArAu =Tu

The left side of equation (3.1i) is obtained through calculating with equations (2.1) and (3.1)

and is given by

f srrocu - c,4sss6 -sz¡¿so - cn4ssc6
I

4 A,A^A,A^ -l-c ztac s -'t234't5J6 c*4s 6 - s n4s sc 6

| -"r"u -s sc e

100

(3. l 0)

cztqcs (1, + Iu)crroc, + locrro + lrcr, + lrcrl
sztqcs (1, + lu)srroc, + losrro + lrsr, + lrs, 

I

-,s5 -(/, +/u)r, 
I0rl

(3.r2)
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The right side of equation (3. I 1) is

f", rr o

,,, =l,l _0", å

lo o o

f n,c, + nrs,

1,.
=l n"' - n'"'

lo

given by

-!ll:, 
:', :, t']

o ll n, o, d, o"lrllo o o r]
oxct + oysr axct + aysl

o- a.

oxst - oyct axst - aycl

00

Now, in order to get the each link angle, the following steps are shown

Step 1

To get linkl angle d, first of allthe row 3 column 3 element of equations (3.12) and (3.13)

are taken.

The row 3 column 4 element of equations (3.12) and (3.13) are obtained also.

p*st- py7 =-(/, +/u)s,

Finally the á, is defined by equation (3.16).

P*cr+ Prsr-l',
P,

P,st - P yct

I

gxst-Qyct=-55

(3. I 3)

p,st - p yq = (1, + l)(a,s, - ayct)

f(lr+l)ar- pr)c, =[(/, + lu)a,- p,fs,

tan('.\ _ s, _l(lt + l)q, - prl
\ r/ q [(lr+1")a,- p,]

0t = atan2(l(l, + l)ø, - prl, l(1, + l)a, - p,f)

(3.14)

(3. 1 5)

34
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Step 2

The row 3 column 3 element of equations (3.12) and (3.13) are taken and the I, is defined

by equation (3.17).

Step 3

The row 3 column 1 element of equations (3 .12) and (3.13) are taken and the Q is defined

by equation (3.18).

s5=arct-axsl

0r=asin(arcr -a,s,)

Step 4

-csso = nxst-nycl

su:(nrcr-n,sr)lc,

0u = asin((nrc, - n,sr)l cr)

The row 2 column 3 and the row 1 column 3 element of equations (3.12) and (3.13) are taken

and the 0rro is defined equation (3.19).

s234c5 = az

c23qc5=axct+qysl

(3.17)

r e,.r-T,T) t

(3. 1 8)

( c,+o , ø.Ci.it t

0rro = aian(a. / cr,(a,cr + a rs r) I cr)
(3.1e)

( c,+0 ,e",.ÇT,I) I
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3.3 Jacobian of Magnum

The Magnum \ryas defined by the I transformations (equations (3.2) to (3.7)). In

order to compute the columns of the Jacobian, it will be needed the differential coordinate

transformations corresponding to all six differential changesd0,,d02,d03,d04,des,d0u;these

are Tu,'Tu,'Tu,tTu,oTu, '4, respectively. The fìrst column of the Jacobian corresponds to

ôT6l1et; the differential coordinate transform is {, given by equations (3.8) and (3.9).

Equations (2.9) and (2.10) will be taken to compute the differential translation and rotation

vectors whose elements make up the first column.

'udr,={-fcr(srrocu-crrosrsu)-s,(crsu)][s,((/, +lu)cuocr+locrro+lrcrr+lrcr)+c,(/r+/u)sr+/,s,]

+[s,(srrocu-crrosrsu)+c,(crsu)][c,((lr+l)crrocr+locrro+lrcrr+lrcr)-s,(/r+/u)s, +lrcr]l
(3.20)

Tudry={-[c,(-srrosu 
-crrosrcu)-s,(srcu)][s, ((lr+Iu)crrocr+locrro+lrcrr+lrcr)+cr(lr+/u)sr+/,s,]

+[s,(-srros. -crrosrcu)+ c, (srcu)][c,((lr+lu)crrocr+locrro+lrcrr+lrcr)-s, (/, +/u)s, +/,c, ]]

(3.21)

'u dr" ={-lcr(cr.cr)-s,sr][s,((/, +lu)crrocr+ locrro +lrcrr+lrcr)+ q(/, +/u)s, +/,s,]

+[s,(crrocr)+c,sr][c,((/, +lu)crrocr+locrro+lrcrr+lrcr)-s,(/r+/u)sr+/,c,]]

'u õr, = -cztqce -,5234,s5,s6

Tu 6r, = czt¿se - sztqssce

'u 6'" = s"oc'

On simplification, the first column is obtained as

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)
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ôTu / ô0, =

-(srrocu-c,.4sss6)(ls+/u)s, +("rruX(/, +lu)crrocr+locrro+lrcrr+lrcr+lrl

-(-r,osu -crrosrcu)(l, +/u)s, +(srcu)[(/, +lu)crrocr+locrro+lrcrr+lrcr+l,l

-(c rroc r)(1, + /u )s, + s, [(/, + I u)c rroc, + I oc rro + l rc r, + l rc, + l rl

-cztqcs - ,1234s5J6

c?],4s6 - szj, s5c6

s ztqc s

(3.26)

The second column of the Jacobian corresponds Lo ATu/ô?r; the differential coordinate

transform is 't"u,

' 
u dr, = {-lsrrocu - crrosrsu ] [(/, + I u) s rroc, + I os rro + lrs r, + lrs rl\

+{f-crrocu-srrosrsu][(/, +lu)crrocr+locrro +lrcrr+lrcr]) (3.27)

r u 
d r, = {-[-srro su - c rros rc u]f(l, + I u) s rroc, + I os rro + lr s r, + l rs rf]

+{[crrosu -srrosrcu][(/, +lr)crrocr+l4cn4+lrcrr+lrcr]] (3.28)

'.u dr" = {-lcuocrlf(l, + lr)srroc, + losrro + lrsr, + lrsr]]

+{ [srroc, ][(/, + lu)crroc, + locrro + lrcr, + lrcr]\ (3.29)

Upon simplification, the second column of the Jacobian becomes

'u 6r, = -rrru

,u 6r, = -rr"u

'u 6r" = -r,

ôT6 / ôo' =

-[srocu -crosrsu][(/, +lu)srocr+/osro] +f-crocu-srosrsu][(/, +lu)crocr+locro+lrcr+lrf

-[-r¡¿so -crosrcull(lr+lu)srocr+losrol+[crosu-srosrcu][(/, +lu)crocr+locro+lrcr+lr]

-[c *c rll(1, + I u) s roc.. + /osro + /r s, ] + [src, ] [(/, + I u)c roc' + I oc ro + l rc.. + l rf
-csse

-Jsco

-J5

(3.30)

(3.3 I )

(3.32)
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The coordinate transformation for the third column is '4 whose elements make up the third

column, which may be written directly as

ôT6 / õ0' =

-[-cosrsu -socu][(/u +/r)soc, +loco+ /r]+[-s.srsu +coculf(lu+lr)cocr+loco+lrl

-[-cosrsu +sosu][(/u +/r)soc, +loco+lrf+[-sosrsu -cosu][(/u +lr)cocr+loco+lrl

-fc oc rll(l u + l r) s oc, + I oc o + /, ] + [sos, ] [(/u + l r)c oc, + I oc o + lrl
-csso

-ssco

-s5

The differential coordinate transformation for the joint 4,5, and 6 of results are

ôT6 I ô00 =

s rs ul o + c uf(l u + l r)c oc, + I of

-s rc ul o + su[(/u + l r)c oc, + I o]

crl o

-csso

-Jsco

-J5

ôT6 I ôo' =

(3.34)

su(/, +/u)

0

0

c6

r6

0

(3.3 s)

ôTu / ô0u =

0

0

0

0

0

1

(3.36)
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3.4 Dynamics of Dual Arms

The dynamic model is obtained from the kinematics model by adding dynamics

properties to the robot model such as mass, inertia moments, joint torques as well as by

extending the virtual environment. The dynamic models can be used in torque analysis and

stability analysis. This simulator is for dual manipulators. So, in this thesis, a nonlinear

control scheme is developed to perform a cooperative task by hydraulic manipulators. It is

going to focus on a cooperative manner. The following concept and equations are addressed

by Zeng [25] who worked together for this project.

3.4.1 Robot Dynamics

Consider the problem of manipulafing a rigid object with N hydraulic robots as

shown in Figure 3-5. The end-effectors of all robots are assumed to be rigidly connected to a

common object, i.e., there is no relative motion between the object and any one of the end-

effectors. Each robot exerts both force and moment on the object.

Object frame

Zo

Robot 1

End-effector

Figure 3-5 Coordinate systems for cooperating manipulators and object.
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The dynamic equations of N cooperating robots are given as

coordinates [1, 10]

H (q)Q + C(q, Q)d + G(q) = T - J' F"

where H=diag{Ht,H',...,H'} , C=diag{c',c',...,c'} , G=fGtr,G",...,G"l' , l=lrtr,Tzr,...,T*f, ,

p"=¡tr)',tr!',...,rÏl'. For each manipulator, Ií'denotes the robot inertia matrix, C'denotes

the Coriolis/centrifugal effects and G' is the gravitational term. zr =V,',r;,...,T¿lr where Ç is

the generalized joint torque originating from the 7"' hydraulic actuator of the i" manipulator.

4 is the vector of contact force/moment on the object exerted by the i'å end-effector. Note

thatH(q) is a symmetric positive definite matrix, and ;i,-zc¡is a skew-symmetric matrix

u7l.

follows with respect to the joint

3.4.2 Object Dynamics

The object dynamics, expressed in Cartesian space, is given as:

where L,(x.)eRo'o , is the symmetric and positive definite inertia matrix of

object. B.(X",v")v"eRo'r is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces. G"(X,)e-R6'' is

vector of gravitational forces, and F",, e.R6'r is the vector of resulting forces acting at

origin of the object frame. Note Â,1x,)-28.(x",v.) is a skew-symmetric matrix.

(3.3 8)

In view of the duality between forces and velocities originating from the principle of virtual

work, the mapping of the contact force vector, .q, onto the external force vector, 4, , is

unique and is expressed as17,7,10,20]:

L.(X ,)i. + Bo(X o,vo)vo + G"(X 
") 

= F",,

where l4t isa grasp matrix [1,20].

(3.3e)

F =IlF

the

the

the
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On the other hand, the reverse mapping is not unique and should take the internal force 4",

into account:

where I4t. is a pseudo-inverse

satisf,ing wv =o. Rewriting 4

F" =l/*þI/F" +(I -W.14)F"

and knowinE F" = J'rT", asimilar relation can be obtained for T",

T" = JI'w*wJ''7" + J'7I -t4r-w)J-rT"

F" =W* F",, +V\n

(see Appendix l) of I4r ,v
in the following form:

Equation (3.43) indicates that any set of torques, which produces the end-effector object

contact forces, can be decoupled into two parts. One contributes to the motion of the object

while l'w.wJ-r in (3.43) acts as a filter to remove those torques coresponding to the internal

forces. The other one makes no contribution to the motion of the object. For a rigid object the

second part of the torque in (3.43) only conesponds to the internal forces; thus, the following

property is true:

(3.41)

is a full column rank matrix

q'J'(I -14/.w)4 = o

Since 4 can have any value, one has

(3.42)

It has been shown [20] that w* must be properly chosen, otherwise internal forces may arise

even if 4* = 0 . For manipulators that equally share the load, the pseudo-inverse of ø is

chosen as

(3.43)

q't'¡t -w'w¡=g

(3.44)
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I o -r!, ,J,f
where n' =l ,!, o -'í l.

L-:, 'i' o ]

Vector frJ,,r|,r!,1' describes the position of the i"' end-effector with respect to the object

frame, expressed in Cartesian reference frame. Similarly, under the assumption that

manipulators have almost the same performance, a solution is adopted, for v :

. 
^l'i.l

where a'=

(3.46)

N - (-r)'(1- (-l)

3.4.3 Actuator Dynamics

f o't o

I -o'R' a'I
,=l : :

I o-, o

L-o'nr ar I

2(-r)'

With reference to Figure 3-6, the governing

valve flow characteristics of the ¡'h actuator of the

rewritten in compact forms as:

ø"'' = K"x'",''Ø'''

4b'¡ = K"x"o''g;''

where r', = cu rFf,vt, is the constant flow gain, and

42
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equations that describe the nonlinear

i'å manipulator given in ll2, 16l are

(3.48a)

(3.48b)



ø,,=W
01.,=W

Q't,¡ãîd øå,rrepresent fluid flows into and out of the valve,

orifice coefficients of the discharge and the mass density

represents the spool displacement. Pi., and rj.,are the input

respectively. r" and r, are the pump and exit pressures and wl

Continuity equations for oil flow through the cylinder arc f12,

ø"'' = A!'''*" -L?'t''

aL'¡ = Alo''i'-"P

where/ is the effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluids.x| is the cylinder position. rzl,

and v;,, are the fluid volumes trapped in each side of the actuator, respectively. They are

expressed as

respectively. co and p are the

of the fluid, respectively. xlo,,

and the output line pressures,

is the orifice aÍea gradient.

161

v;,, and v¿., are the initial volumes of the fluid trapped at the sides of the actuator. Due to

very small rise time, the relation between the spool displacement, l,r.¡, and input voltage, u',,

to the proportional valve can be simply expressed as

vi.j@j) =/1., + x',A1.,

vi,.,(x',) =v¿,, - x,l¿,,

(3.49a)

(3.4eb)

rlt
tt J = -;l- x"o. j

(3.s0a)

(3.50b)
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r;,, in (3.51) is a gain. The hydraulic actuator force, { is

F; = (Ai,jPli, j - AL.¡Pi,.¡ - KL.p.,.j*'j)

where K'*,0,, is the equivalent viscous damping coeffrcient. The cylinder speed is related to

the joint angular velocity as

i', = j',(q',)q',

Note that i'.,{ø',) is the Jacobian from link joint space to the

Similarly, the torque originating from the actuator, { is

rj = j,,@,)r;

(3.s2)

(3.53)

linear actuator coordinate.

3.4.4 Complete System Dynamics

Figure 3-6 Typical hydraulic actuator with its driven link.

Combining equations (3.38) and (3.39), one arrives at the following equation:

(3.s4)

(À, +Â)d +(8"+ B)v,+G.+WJ'rG =WJ'TT
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L=wJt'HJ-tI4/'r '

B = IyJ-r HJ-t çir, - jJ"I4r, 
¡+WrJ-r CJ-tI|tr ;

r = itr - K*,oj,q ;

F=44_AoPo)

P, =fPlr ,Pf ,...,P|'l'; Pj =pi,r,Pi,r,...,Pj.u1' ;

ro =¡r)' ,rj' ,...,P{l'; pi, =lp}.,,pi,.r,...,på.ul' ;

A, = diag(At,.,); Ao = diag(A:o,);

i@)= ¿¡os(i',k'));

K*,p = diag(Kl*.,).

From equations (3.49a) to (3.50b), the following are obtained

where

þ, =c,lxx,oug, -¿,i@qf

Þo = col-xx"ougo+ t"içq¡4f

C, = diag(C,,,); C,,¡ = øj f (V; j + A,,,1,) )

Co =diag(Ç.,); CL.j = øj l(V;.,-4,,1,);

3.5 Manipulability of Magnum

Manipulability has been mentioned in chapter 2. In this chapter, the method of

manipulability measure was employed for the Magnum subsea dual arms. Intuitively,

manipulability can be defined as how easily and uniformly the end-effector is able to move in

arbitrary directions. To analyze a manipulability of the mechanism, the manipulability

ellipsoid is the most intuitive and useful measure. The manipulability ellipsoid can be made

by mapping a unit sphere in the joint input space to the output space through the Jacobian

matrix (see Figure 3-7).
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Joint space domain lql=t

Hyper-sphere

The major and minor axes of the ellipsoid indicate the directions in which the end-

effector can move most and least easily and the ease is proportional to the principal axes

length. Also, the magnitude and direction of the major and minor axes can be obtained from

the singular value decomposition as described in chapter 3. If the ellipsoid is larger and more

circular, then the end-effector has faster and more uniform motion.

M app ing

Task space domain i

Figure 3-7 Manipulability ellipsoid II [14].

3.5. 1 Translational Manipulability

From these physical insights, Yoshikawa [23,24] defined the manipulability of a mechanism

AS

E llip so id

In (3.57), translational and rotational manipulability are not distinguishable Í3, 5, 91.

Magnum subsea manipulator has 6 dimensional space, 3 translational and 3 rotational.

Therefore (3.57) may not be suitable for the Magnum subsea dual arms. To define the

translational and rotational manipulability, workspace velocity can be rewritten (3.58) as

linear (3.59) and angular velocity (3.60).

V = lV,,V r,V ",to,,a r,co "l'
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and Jacobian matrix -/ can be rewritten in (3.61).

V, =fV*,Vr,V"f' = Jrq

Vn =lcù*,or,ar)' = J.q

The following are defined as individual manipulability measures [9].

w, = ./det Jr(q)Ji @): translational velocity manipulability.

Translational velocity manipulability was employed in this thesis to measure the

manipulability of Magnum subsea dual arms.

'=l?,1

det J,(q) [(q) : rotational velocity manipulabi I ity.

3.5.2 Dual Arms Manipulability Ellipsoid

3.5.2.I Model of Two Cooperating Robots

(3.5e)

(3.60)

The model of the two robot arms and the object is shown in Figure 3-8, where the

end-effectors ofthe robots are grabbing an object. x, is the position and orientation vector of

the end-effector of robot i in the reference frame. For convenience, the subscripfs i =1,2 arc

used to indicate the two robots. The end-effectors of the robots are imaginarily extended and

the reference position of the object is viewed as the end-effector positions of the two robots.

The following assumptions are made.

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

(Ð The object is held rigidly by the grippers so that no relative motion is allowed

the robot grippers and the object.
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(ii) Two robots do not pass through singular positions, so that the Jacobian matrix

always has full ranks.

Two robots have the same number of degrees of freedom.(iiÐ

Figure 3-8 Robots handli ng a common object.

Assumption (i) is required to model the object and the grippers as a rigid body. Hence,

slipping between the object and grippers is not considered U,15,2ll.

3.5.2.2 Manipulability Ellipsoid of Magnum Dual Arms

Next, the equation of the dual arms manipulability ellipsoid is developed. Let *, and

i, denote the end-effector velocities of the robots and, respectively:

Since the object is held rigidly by the end-effectors and i, and i, are

velocity of the object reference point, the constraint below is obtained

i, = Jt(qr)qt

it = Jr(qr)qr. (3.64)

in fact the same as the

[1,15].
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Using this constraint, the expression for the dual arms manipulability ellipsoid is developed

as follows.

u=litl4l' , q=MiE:'l' and J =diagQt,Jr) .

Then,

The unit sphere in .R2' and describeO Uy llqllt = I can be transformed into R2' through -r as

follows.

*r: *r'

=rr(J*), J*v

=u'' (JJ')*,
= ¡*l *[ Miag {(J ¿Ï )1,U 2J)' \lii ii ]'
- I . (3.67)

Since the end velocities of the two arms must be equal as expressed in (3.65). Equation

(3.67) can be rewritten as below.

llqll' = q'q

v=Jq.

(3.6s)

(3.66)

i:' [(J,JÏ )' + (J 24 )-t ]* = t . (3.68)
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4 Case studies and Results

4.1 Kinematic Simulations

Kinematic simulations are done for monitoring arms movement and testing other

functions in the simulator. Movement of arm links can be commanded directly by giving

target joint angle values or changing the position of end-effectors. This simulator is for

training a robot operator. First of all, graphic user interface (GUI) was focused on the user

friendly. Figure 4-l shows the graphic user interface of the Magnum subsea dual arms

simulator.

As shown in Figure 4-l,the GUI has 4 windows that help an operator observe the movement

of robot arms easily. Each window's view port can be controlled by using the following icon

50

Figure 4-1 Snapshot of GUI of Magnum simulator.
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bar menu. A user can control the view port by using the icon menu bar so it is possible to

make the expected working viewpoint. Figure 4-2 shows the changed viewpoint.

EIETr¡l,rnl ffi:, wlæ1,ø: I # 1, lE w.l,,ts"l rgl, * l, q l, q 
I

Figure 4-2 lcon bar menu and snapshot of Magnum simulator from a different viewpoint.

There are several dropdown menu bars. First of all, the control mode bar is for choosing the

fype of movement of robot arms according to kinematics simulation. Arm speed can be

controlled by using the Arm Speed dropdown menu bar. The Initial Position menu bar is to

reset the position of objects and robot arms. When an operator is done the task, the operator

can try again the task without rebooting the application.

As shown in Figure 4-4, the color of the object was changed when the robot arm contacted
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the object. The purpose of the color change is to help the operator know whether the robot

arms are contacting with the object or not. The color black(a) means a robot arm \4/as

grabbing the object and the object was still on a surface. Light blue(b) means one robot arm

was holding the object without contacting with a surface. When an operator is controlling

both arms to grab an object, the operator should know whether the robot arrns are contacting

the object or not through sound or tension on the master in the real world. This simulator

doesn't provide sound, so the changing color of the object is employed. When an arrn was

holding the object, and the other arm was contacting to the object later, the color was

changed from light blue(b) to red(c). According to indicating color, the operator could stop

the other arm or move it to the better position to grab the object.

Figure 4-4 Snapshots of two Magnum arms are lifting an object and cooperatively handling it:
(a)the right arm grabbing an object;(b)the right arm lifting an object;(c)the right arm grabbing
an object and the left arm contacting with it;(d)both arms grabbing an object and lifting it.

Finally, the color was changed to yellow(d). It means that both arms were holding the object.

Collision and detection algorithm was used to grab and to carry the object in this simulator.
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4.2 Dynamic Simulations

The dynamic model is obtained from the kinematics model by adding dynamics

properties to the robot model such as mass, inertia moments, and by extending the virtual

environment. When the robot arms are being simulated, dynamics data of both arms, like

contact forces and joints torque, are saved to files for post processing and analysis. This

simulator uses an integration step size of 0.00lsecond for the following studies and updates

the graphical display every O.Ol7second (60 þs) of simulated time. When running on 3.2

GHz Pentium 4 under Windows XP, the simulation updates all joints atareal time speed.

4.2.I Case study 1

The purpose of this study is to show that the simulation is working properly when a

single arm is moving without object in the end-effector. In the case of this study, the each

joint of the left arm was moved by an individual signal. Figure 4-5 shows time chart for test.

.=

t
G'

-!¿
L

=

Each link, from link I to link 6, tested as shown in the above time chart. Based on the saved

data, the following results are shown about link l, link 2,and link 5. First, the angle of the

link will be shown. Line pressures will be followed. Figure 4-6 shows the angle of link 1

when a control signal was input by using a joystick. According to the signal, the line

pressures of link 1 were changed. The signal was not given, in Figure 4-7, the arm was

stopped and continued to vibrate slightly because of arm's inertia. It means that piston I was

working based on actuator dynamics suggested in this thesis. As shown in Figure 4-7,4-9,
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Figure 4-5 Time chart for test in Case study 1.



and 4-11, the value range of P, and Po is between0 kPa and 6,890kPa.It is reasonable

value because the input pressure value is 6,890 kPq in this simulator. Also, the shape of

graph is proper.
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Figure 4-6 Input signal and joint rotation oflink 1.
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Figure 4-7 Input signal and line pressures oflink 1 actuator.
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Figure 4-8 Input signal and joint rotation oflink 2.
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Figure 4-9 Input signal and line pressures oflink 2 actuator.
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4.2.2 Case study 2

The purpose of this study is to show that the simulation results are reasonable when a

single arm was loaded. First, the left arm was located at the initial position, and it was moved

to grab an object which is 50 kg. Second, the arm grabbed the object and stayed for several

seconds with no signal. Third, the object was lifted vertically and stayed for several seconds.

Finally, the arm dropped the object and stayed for several seconds with no signal also. Figure

4-12 shows the time chart for this test.
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Figure 4-12 Time chart for test in Case study 2: (A)Links were activated to grab an
object;(B)The object were grabbed;(C)Links were activated to carry the object;@)The object
was released.
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Figure 4-13 and 14 shows results in stage A which was defined in Figure 4-12. As

shown in Figure 4-13, three signals were used to move the end-effector to reach to an object.

Each link was rotated by its own signal. Figure 4-14 shows the line pressure of link 2. Signal

2 changed the line pressures although vibration was occurred when signal4 was given.
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Figure 4-15 shows the changing of the line pressures when the arm grabbed an object in stage

B of Case study 2. It means that the arm's weight was changed. The line pressures of

cylinders were changed to keep the posture of arm when the arm was loaded.
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The line pressures of cylinders were also changed when the arm was unloaded in stage D of

this case study. Figure 4-16 shows result.

Figure 4-15 Line pressures of link 2 actuator (Stage B).
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Figure 4-16 Line pressures of link 2 actuator (Stage D).
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4.2.3 Case study 3

The purpose of this study is to show simulation results of dual arms when grabbing an

object and carrying it with open-loop control. First, both arrns were located at the initial

position, and they were moved to grab an object which was 50 kg. The right arm then

grabbed the object and stayed several seconds with no signal. Next, the left arm also grabbed

the object and stayed several seconds. The object was then lifted vertically with open-loop

control. An attempt was then made to move the object to left with open-loop control. Finally,

the arms dropped the object. Figure 4-17 shows time chart for test.
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Figure 4-18 to 4-19 show results of stage B in Case study 3. These fìgures show that P, and

{ of cylinders were not much changed when the left arm grabbed an object comparison to

stage B and D of Case study 2 (see Figure 4-15 and 4-16). The reason why the values of P,
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aîd t had not changed significantly was related to control mode. Open-loop control was

employed for this case study. While the right arm was holding the object the left arm grabbed

it later. This means that both arms were not sharing the object equally in open-loop control.
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In stage C of Case study 3, dual arms lifted an object with open-loop control. As shown in

Figure 4-20, the object was lifted in Z direction of the reference frame and stopped even

though signal 3 of both arms was given. This implies thatthe line pressures of the cylinder 3

were already at maximum input pressures (pump pressures). Each cylinder's line pressures

can be influenced by other link's movement. As shown in Figure 4-20, the line pressures of

cylinder 2 were influenced by rotating of link 3 and 4.
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The object was moved with open-loop control and the results are showed up in the following

figures. As shown in Figure 4-2l,line pressure value of cylinder 4 of both arms was reached

to 12,000 kPa . It never happens in the real Magnum manipulator because there are relief

valves to avoid over line pressures. However, this simulator did not employ the relief valves.

This means that the links can be overloaded when both arms are being cooperated through

open-loop control. According to (2.67a) and (2.67b), if the line pressures reach maximum

value, but the cylinder is still moving, P, and \ satisfy the following.
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The object was influenced by the overload. Figure 4-22 to 4-24 shovt contact forces and

torques. The contact force and torque \'/ere too big. This implies that the object also was

under overload.
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frame in Figure 3-5 (Stage C).
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Figure 4-24 Contact torque in Z direction and the trajectory of object in Z direction ofreference
frame in Figure 3-5 (Stage C).

The object was moved in Y direction of the reference frame in stage D. As shown in Figure

4-25, the object was moved and stopped because the cylinders were already at maximum

input value.
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The object was translated with cooperating in stage C and D of Case study 3. Figure 4-26

shows the trajectory of object. Figure 4-27 shows internal force and torque in stage C and D.

Control signals are also shown in Figure 4-28.
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4.2.4 Case study 4

The purpose of this study is to compare open-loop control and closed-loop control.

Based on the following steps, performance was tested and results will be shown. First, both

arms were located at the initial position, and they were moved to grab an object which is 50

kg. The right arm grabbed the object and stayed several seconds with no signal. Second, the

left arm also grabbed the object and stayed for several seconds while the control mode was

changed from open-loop control to closed-loop control. Third, the object was lifted vertically

with closed-loop control. Fourth, an attempt was made to move the object to the left with

closed-loop control. Finally, the arms dropped the object and stayed several seconds with no

signal. Figure 4-29 shows time chart for test.
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In stage B of this case study, when the control mode was changed from open-loop

control to closed-loop control, the object was then shared by both arms. Results were

different in comparing stage B of Case study 3 (see Figure 4-18 and 4-19). As shown in

Figure 4-30 and 4-31, the line pressures value of cylinders became similar, yet it was not

exactly same, because the posture of each arm varied slightly.
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As the results of Case study 3, it was difficult to move the object by cooperating arms with

open-loop control. Over-loading occurred to the robot arms as well. Figure 4-32 and 4-33

show the results of stage C of Case study 4. The figures show that closed-loop control did

not occur with over-loading to both arms during the process of cooperating arms.
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Contact force and torque were also in the normal value range in stage C and D of Case study

4. Results are shown in Figure 4-34 to 4-37.
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The object was translated by cooperating with closed-loop control. Figure 4-38 indicates the

trajectory of object. Figure 4-39 shows internal force and torque while the arms were

cooperated in closed-loop control. Control signals are also shown in Figure 4-40.
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4.2.5 Summary

Link 1 (LeftArm)

Through case studies, it was proved that dynamic simulation is working properly.

According to Case study 3 and 4, the following conclusions are obtained. First, it is very hard

to move an object by using dual arms cooperating with open-loop control. In Case study 3,

the results showed that line pressures of each cylinder were easily reached to the maximum

input value (6,890kPa). The links therefore could not be moved. This could damage the robot

arms or the object when the dual arms are being cooperated with open control in this

simulator. According to Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-39,the internal force and torque of Case

study 4 were much smaller than Case study 3. The frgures of Case study 4 showed that

closed-loop control did not occur over-loading of the robot arms. The second conclusion is

that closed-loop control was a solution for over-loading problems even though it was not yet

applied to the real Magnum subsea dual arms. Based on these case studies, this thesis shows

the dynamic conditions of Magnum subsea dual arms. Through these studies, a robot

operator who is being trained will understand the robot arm's performance form the view

point of dynamics.
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4.3 Manípulability Case Sfudíes

4.3.L Single Arm Manipulability Measure

This thesis analyzes the kinematics manipulabilify measure. In chapter 3 three

manipulability indices were introduced such as Yoshikawa's Measure of manipulability,

Condition Number, and Isotropy Index. Isotropy Index, Yoshikawa's method and Hong's [5]

method to be introduced next were employed to measure the manipulability of Magnum

subsea dual arms in this thesis.

4.3.1.1Case Study I

The purpose of this study is to show the manipulability of a single arm when the end-

effector moves to the boundary of the workspace in X direction of the reference frame. As

shown in Figure 4-41, the end-effector \'r'as elevated from Z:0.0m to Z:0.5m at

approximately 0.2m step size and without any changing to the Y coordinate. When the Z

coordinates were determined, the end-effectorwas moved to the boundary of the workspace

through the X axis. The Y and Z coordinates were not changed. Values for pitch, yaw, and

roll were not changed as well.

z:0.5m

z:0.3m

z:0.\m

z:0.0m

x:I.0m

Figure 4-41 Captured images describing Case study 1 (Single arm).
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Figure 4-42 shows translational ellipsoids captured during test for Z:0.3m.In Figure 4-43,

when the end-effector reaches the workspace boundary, the minor axes of the ellipsoids

lessen and the major axes of the ellipsoids expanded. This implies that the manipulator

isotropy is decreased when the end-effector reaches the workspace boundary.

The following figures show the results of manipulability according to Case study l. Figure 4-

43 and 4-44 explain the different results, when the manipulability measure methods are

different.

X:1.0m X:1.1m X:1.2m X:1.3m X:1.4m X:1.5m

Figure 4-42 Ellipsoids according to Case study I (Single arm).
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Figure 4-43 Manipulability measure based on Yoshikawa's method (Case study 1)
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Figure 4-44 Manipulabilify measure based on Isotropy Index (Case study l)

Yoshikawa's method defined manipulability as the volume of the manipulability ellipsoid.

Larger the volume of the manipulability ellipsoid is, the greater the total output is for a given

input [5, 24]. This means that the larger the ellipsoid is, the faster the end-effector can move.

Isotropy Index is the ratio of the minimum and maximum radii of the ellipsoid. The closer to

1 this index implies that the manipulator's isotropy is preeminent. Therefore, it is desirable to

have a high value of Isotropy Index and a large volume of ellipsoid. Hong [5] suggested a

method (4.1) as followed.

1,0 1.1 1.2 1.3

X coordinate (m)

The results are shown in Figure 4-45.

wn=wtxw2 ( wr=otoz..,om , wr=% )
ol
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Figure 4-45 Manipulability measure based on Hong's method (Case study 1).

As results of Case study 1, the Magnum subsea manipulator has highest manipulability based

on Yoshikawa's method at approximately I .3m on the X coordinate. As the Z coordinate was

increased, the manipulability increased corespondingly. Hong's method, in Figure 4-45,

shows that the Magnum subsea manipulator has highest manipulability between l.0m and

l.2m on the X coordinate it dependent on the positioning on the Z coordinates.

0.8 0.9 1.0 't.'t 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

X coordinate (m)

4.3.I.2 Case Study 2

The purpose of this study is to show the manipulability of a single arm when the end-

effector moves to the boundary of the workspace in Z direction of the reference frame. As

shown in Figure 4-46,the end-effector was moved from X:0.9m to X:1 .4m at approximately

0.2m step size and without any changing to the Y coordinate. The X coordinates were

determined, the end-effector was translated to the boundary of the workspace through the Z

axis. The X and Y coordinates were not changed. Values for pitch, yaw, and roll were not

changed as well.
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z:05m

z:0.4m

Z=0.2m

X:0.9m

Figure 4-47 shows translational ellipsoids captured during test for X:l.2m.InFigure 4-47,

when the end-effector was elevated, the minor and the major axes of the ellipsoids did not

much lessen and expanded comparison to Case study 1. This implies that the Magnum subsea

manipulator isotropy is not much changed when the end-effector is elevated through Z axis

(see Figure 4-49).

Figure 4-46 Captured images describing Case study 2 (Single arm).

X:1.0m X=l.2m

Ë¡l
Þ
u)

Þ

üe

X:1.4m

Figure 4-47 Ellipsoids according to Case study 2 (Single arm).
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The following fìgures, Figure 4-48, 4-49, and 4-50, show results of manipulabilify

according to Case study 2.
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Figure 4-48 Manipulability measure based on Yoshikawa's method (Case study 2).
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Figure 4-49 Manipulability measure based on Isotropy Index (Case study 2).
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As results of Case study 2, the Magnum subsea manipulator manipulability based on

Yoshikawa's method increased and decreased as the Z coordinate increased. The Z

coordinates for the highest manipulability was varied. It dependent on the positioning on the

Z coordinates in Figure 4-48.

Figure 4-50 Manipulability measure based on Hong's method (Case study 2).

X=0.9m

0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Z coordinate (m)

X ='1.2 m

X=1.4m

4.3.1.3 Case Study 3

The purpose of this study is to know the manipulability when the posture of the

Magnum manipulator is changed with changing pitch or yaw. First of all, as shown in Figure

4-51, the six points located in workspace were selected for this study. Those coordinates

were based on the base coordinate on showing in Figure 4-1. The end-effector was translated

to each point without changing pitch (90") and yaw (90"). First, only the pitch from 75o to

135o was changed as shown in Figure 4-52(a). After measuring manipulability, the arm was

returned to its initial posture and translated to the next point. This measuring processing was

completed at point F and applied to yaw also.
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A(0.9,0.0,0.3)

As results of this case study, changing pitch increased the manipulability based on

Yoshikawa's method, changing yaw can decrease the manipulability based on Yoshikawa's

method (see Figure 4-53 to 4-57). From the results of using the Isotropy Index, the

manipulability of the Magnum was increased regardless of the changing pitch or yaw.

B(1.0,0.0,0.3)

Y(m)

0.0

1.2,0.0,0.3)

0.9

Figure 4-51 Six points for Case study 3.

L0,0.0,0.2)

ffiffiWffi

E(\.2,0.0,0.2)

F(1.2,0.0,0.1)

x(m)

Figure 4-52 Captured images describing Case study 3 (Single arm)

The following figures show results of Case study 3.

(a) Changing pitch

(b) Changing yaw
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Figure 4-53 Manipulability at point A according to changing pitch and yaw.
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Figure 4-54 Manipulability at point B according to changing pitch and yaw.
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Figure 4-55 Manipulabilify at point C according to changing pitch and yaw.
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Figure 4-56 Manipulabilify at point D according to changing pitch and yaw.
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Figure 4-57 Manipulability at point E according to changing pitch and yaw.
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Figure 4-58 Manipulabilify at point F according to changing pitch and yaw.
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4.3.2 Dual Arms Manipulabilitv Measure

The purpose of this thesis is to find desirable manipulability of the Magnum subsea

dual arms and to give suggestions to improve training for the robot operator using this

simulator. The desirable manipulability of dual arms will be obtained through the following

studies.

4,3.2.1Case study 1

To compare the manipulability of single arm and dual arms, this study was based on

Case study I of the single arm. Movement both arms under the same condition as in Case

study 1 of the single arm. Figure 4-59 shows translational ellipsoids captured during test for

Z:0.3m in this case study. The ellipsoids were smaller than the single arm's (see Figure 4-

42). This means that the manipulability of single arrn was better than the manipulability of

the dual arms based on Yoshikawa's method. As shown in Figure 4-60,the manipulability of

dual arms was lower than single arm, but the behavior of manipulability was similar. In

Figure 4-61, isotropy of the dual arms was almost same as the single arm. This implies that if
both arms are same posture and parallel, the isotropy of the dual arms is almost same as the

single arm, but the ellipsoid volume of the dual arms are smaller than the single arm at all

times.

Figure 4-59 Ellipsoids according to Case study I @ual arms).
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Figure 4-60 Manipulability measure based on Yoshikawa's method (Case study 1).
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Figure 4-61 Manipulability measure based on Isotropy Index (Case study l).
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Figure 4-62 Manipulability measure based on Hong's method (Case study 1).

4,3.2.2 Case study 2

The purpose of this study is to know the relation between manipulability of dual arms

and the posture of the arms. Case study 3 of the single arrn was adopted for this study. Both

arms were moved to point A (the Y coordinate of the right arm was 0.02 and the left arm

was l.Om). The pitch of the right arm was changed based on the process of case study 3 of

the single arm. The left arm was not changed. After changing the pitch, the yaw was changed.

Both were tested at the six points which were shown in Figure 4-51. As shown in Figure 4-63

and 4-64, the manipulability of dual arms was influenced by the changing of the arm posture.

According to these figures, if the manipulability of the single arm was increased, the dual

arms manipulability was also increased. The same results occur when the manipulability of
the single arrn was decreased. This implies that good manipulability of each arm can be the

cause of good manipulability of dual arms. The following results are according to point A

and F.

0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.8
X coordínate (m)
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Figure 4-63 Yoshikawa's method at point À according to changing pitch of right arm.
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Figure 4-64 Isotropy Index at point A according to changing pitch of right arm.
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Figure 4-65 Hong's method at point A according to changing pitch of right arm.
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Figure 4-66 Yoshikawa's method at point A according to changing yaw of right arm.
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Figure 4-67 Isotropy at point A according to changing yaw of right arm.
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Figure 4-68 Hong's method at point A according to changing yaw of right arm.
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Figure 4-69 Yoshikawa's method at point F according to changing pitch of right arm.
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Figure 4-70 Isotropy at p oint F according to changing pitch of right arm.
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Figure 4-71 Hong's method at point F according to changing piúch of right arm.
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Figure 4-72 Yoshikawa's method at point F according to changing yaw of right arm.
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Figure 4-73 Isotropy at point F according to changing yaw of righf arm.
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4.3.2.3 Case study 3

Many tasks involving manipulation require cooperation between robots. Meanwhile,

it is necessary to determine the adequate values for the robot parameters to obtain a good

performance. The purpose of this study is to show the relationship between distance A shown

in Figure 4-75 and manipulability of the Magnum subsea dual arms.

. Distance A\-------------
ññ[ils&

ì

Both arms were moved to X:|.4m which was shown in Figure 4-76(a), and both affns were

swung as shown in Figure 4-76(a) by using link 1. This process was repeated atX:l.2m and

X=1.0m as shown in Figure 4-76(b) and4-76(c).

Figure 4-75 Distance between end-effectors.
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Figure 4-76 Captured images describing Case study 3 (Dual arms).
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Figure 4-77 Manipulability at X = 1.0m (Case study 3).
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Figure 4-78 Manipulability at X = 1.2m (Case study 3).
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As results of this study, the manipulability of Magnum dual arms was decreased when the

distance A was diminished based on Yoshikawa's method as shown in Figure 4-77,4-78, and

4-79. Isotropy Index is not much influenced when distance A is getting small. It implies that

the highest manipulability based on Yoshikawa's method can be obtained when the robot

arms are parallel (when the end-effectors of both arms are located at same X and Z

coordinate).

Figure 4-79 Manipulability at X = 1.4m (Case study 3).

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Distance(m)

4.3.3 Summary

As results of Case study 1 of the single arm, manipulability of the single arm based

on Yoshikawa's method was getting high when the end-effector was elevating. (see Figure 4-

43). However, as results of Case study 2 of the single arm, the manipulability was decreased

from some points, for example, Z coordinate 0.42m when X coordinate was 1.4m as shown in

Figure 4-48. According to the results of Case study 1 of the single arm, based on

Yoshikawa's method, the Magnum subsea manipulator has high manipulability when the

end-effector was located at the higher coordinate of Z and between 1Jm and 1.3m, on the X

coordinate, but it will be decreased from some points and influenced by changing the pitch of
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the end-effector. From the results of using the Isotropy Index, the isotropy of the Magnum is

a high value when the end-effector is passing near 0.9m, on the X coordinate.

As results of Case study 3 of the single arm, changing pitch increased the

manipulability based on Yoshikawa's method, changing yaw can decrease the manipulability

based on Yoshikawa's method (see Figure 4-53 to 4-58). From the results of using the

Isotropy Index, the manipulability of the Magnum was increased regardless of the changing

pitch or yaw.

According to the studies of dual arms, the manipulability of dual arms was decided by

each arm's manipulability. This means that to get high manipulability of dual arms, the high

manipulability of each arm is needed. Distance A shown in Figure 4-75 is considered to get

high manipulability of Magnum subsea dual arms. Thus, a robot operator who is trained by

using this simulator has to keep a desirable posture of each arm to get high performance of

dual arms from the viewpoints of kinematics. Several suggestions will be followed. First, to

get high manipulability of a single arm, the operator has to understand when the single arm

has high manipulability as seen in the case studies of single arm and monitoring

manipulability value that are shown in the status bar at the bottom of the simulator (see

Figure 4-80). Second, to get high manipulability of dual arms, the operator has to keep the

high manipulability of each arm and understand the distance A. Third, this simulator

provides manipulability ellipsoids on the screen. Manipulability measure dose not indicate

the direction. To know the direction of manipulability, the operator has to monitor the

ellipsoids. The desirable kinematics posture of the Magnum subsea dual arms can be

obtained by these suggestions.

Simulation Status

[;""*_l l;il;l
I Index I I method I

| 0-.n a.m) I I lnight erm; 
I

-l- -\-lly"- oós? iLrr nræ iL¡ro o¡ag iRy" o,srs

Yoshikawa's
method

(Left Arm)

Figure 4-80 Status bar of Magnum subsea dual arms simulator.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Contribution of this thesis

Through case studies of dynamics, it was shown that dynamic simulation is working

properly. Understanding of the performance of the Magnum subsea dual arms from the

viewpoints of dynamics was obtained. The studies showed that over-loading could occur to

the robot arms and the object while the dual arms cooperate with open-loop control as taking

place. Closed-loop control can solve this problem, but it has not been employed to real

Magnum subsea dual arms. Thus, the case studies inform the dynamic conditions of the

Magnum subsea dual arms and the capabilities from the viewpoints of dynamics.

The assessment based on the manipulability is defined to evaluate the performance of

the Magnum subsea dual arms. The goal of the assessment was to determine optimal posture

of the Magnum subsea dual arms that has faster end-effector motion and isotropy status of

performance. Through case studies of manipulability, several suggestions were given. First,

to achieve high manipulability of a single arm, the operator has to understand when the single

arm has high manipulability as seen in the case studies of single arm and monitoring

manipulability value that are shown in the status bar at the bottom of the simulator. Second,

to achieve high manipulability of dual arms, the operator has to keep the high manipulability

of each arm and understand the distance A shown in Figure 4-75. Third, this simulator

provides manipulability ellipsoids on the graphic user interface. Manipulability measure dose

not indicate the direction. To know the direction of manipulability, the operator has to

monitor the major axes and the minor axes of the ellipsoids. The desirable kinematics posture

of the Magnum subsea dual arms can be obtained by these suggestions. In the future, other

solutions may be applied to solve optimizations for force and dynamic manipulability.

The developed simulator can help the robot operator become more skilled without

extra cost and any risk. The results of case studies also help a trainer understand the

performance of the Magnum subsea dual arms from the viewpoints of both dynamics and

kinematics.
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5.2 Future work

a. Force Manipulability - Several authors have extended methods to determine and

analyze the force transmission capability of manipulators. For a serial chain manipulator, the

Jacobian also features in the relationship between thejoint torques and the task space forces.

One could also extend the kinematics manipulability analysis in this thesis in a similar

manner to examine the force transmission characteristic.

b. Dynamic Manipulability - The manipulability discussed in this thesis is based on

kinematics; the manipulator dynamics are completely ignored. Therefore, although one can

apply it to the conceptual design of arm mechanisms and to the avoidance of singularities

without considering complicate dynamics of arm, it may not be suitable for the detailed

design of arms or for high-speed, high-precision motion control. So, dynamic manipulability

is one of future works.

c. Collision Response - In a physically-based dynamic simulation, there are two

major components to a successful and realistic system display: collision detection and

collision response. Given that the problem of collision detection is reasonably understood for

the rigid objects, another related problem is to resolve the difficulty of simulating the physics

of real world objects: Contact forces must be calculated and applied until separation finally

occurs; in addition, objects' velocities must be adjusted during the contact course in response

to the impacts. All these processes are considered as a part of the dynamics response to the

collision following the basic laws of physics. The advanced collision response algorithms can

be studied for the future work.
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Appendix 1. Pseudo-lnverses Matrix

For every finite mxn Íôãl matrix A, tÍtere is a unique nxm rÊãl matrix

following four conditions:

AA* A= A,

A*AA* = A*,

(AA*)' = AA*,

(A* A)' = A* A.

This l. is called the pseudo-inverse of A. First, it will show that the existence of A*

satisfuing equations (41.1) to (41.4). If A=0, then the obvious solution A* =0 satisfies

these conditions.If it is assumedthat A*0 and let r =rankA,then A can be expressed as the

product of an m x r matrix ,B and an r x ¡¡ matrix C :

Usingthe above .B and C, we defrne ãfl nxm matrix D by

D = cr (ccr )u (Br B)u 87 .

Then it is easy to show that A' =Dsatisfies equations (41.1) to (41.4). This completes the

proofofthe existence of A' .

Next, the uniqueness of the A* will be shown. Let any two matrices satisfling equations

(41.1) to (41 .flbe Ai and .{. Then

l* satisfying the

(A1.1)

(^1.2)

(A1.3)

(41.4)

A= BC

Ai - A; = AT AAT - A;AA;

= AT ATT Ai - A;A;T AT

= (AA; 4r AT',t¡ - 4.e;' (AAi Ðr
= A, A; A, Ai, .E¡ _ .A;4, A, ATT A,

= Ar A;Ai - A;A:r Ar

= AIAAï - A;AA: =0,

proving the uniqueness of A* .The pseudo-inverse has the following properties:

t02

(A1.s)

(41.6)

(1^t.7)



(i)(A-)'= A

(ii) (11). = (A*)' , (AA')* = (A*)r A' .

(iii) Let Abe an m x n matrixand.B be an nx pmatrix.Then generally

(AB)-is not equal to B* A* .If, however, rankA = rankB: n, then(l*)*
(AB¡' = 3. ¿*.

(iv) A. = (Ar A)* Ar = Ar (AA' )*

(v) If an m x n matrix I satisfies rank/: m,then

A' = Ar (AAr )-r. Also, if rankl : n,then

A* = (A7'A)-t Ar.

(vi) Let r : rankA, and let the singular - value decomposition of A be

A=UDVT,

where U and V are orthogonal matrices and : is the following mx ¡¿ matrix:

(A1.8)

(Al.e)

(A1.10)

o2

with

(A1.r 1)

Ar) C, ) "') ø, > 0.

Then l* is given by

A' =V\*(Jr ,

0

.0

o

00

(A1.12,13)

\----------# m-r
r

n-r

(A1.14)

where trt isthe nxm matrixdefinedby
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o-r
I

Note that I* is the pseudo-inverse of t.

(vii) Consider a system of simultaneous linear equations given by

Ax=b,

a;'

\-----____v--___ m-r

Ì
n- r

wherel is known as mxnmatrix, åis a known z-dimensional vector, and x is an

unknown n-dimensional vector. When is square (*=n) and nonsingular, the solution

to equation (41.18) is, as is well known, given by

o.-l

When I is not nonsingular, i.e. when I and å satisff

b e R(A), (41.20)

then equation (41.18) is not unique. Taking this into account, now consider a more

general problem of minimizing the Euclidean norm of the eftor (Ax - b) i

(A.r.17)

x= A-tb ,

As is proved below, the general solution to this problem is

x=A*b+(I-A.A)k,

(Al.l8)

lltx - tll= ]]t* - uy gx - b).

(Al.le)
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where Ë is an arbitrary n-dimensional vector. If equation (41.18) has a solution,

equation (A1.22) is its general solution; if equation (,A'1.18) has no solution, then

e.quation (A1.22) is the general form of its best approximate solution in a sense that it

minimizes the norm (41.21). Furthermore, if the best approximate solution is not

unique, the one that minimizes its own norm llrll is given by

It will be proven that equation (Al .22) is the general solution

minimizing lltx - tll. From equations (A 1 .8) to (A 1 . I 1 ), we have

ArAA*=Ar.

Using this relation, it can be shown that

x= A*b

t'1, -(AA.)7'AA'fB+[x - A*b-(r - A.qkfr ,e'.elx- A*b-(r - A'Ðk]
= x'' A'Ax-zxr Arb+brb

=llt* - tll'

(41.25)

Since the first term on the left-hand side of equation (A1.25) is independent of x,

ll,ex-nll becomes minimum if and only if the second term is equal to zero, that is, if
and only if

(1^1.23)

to the problem of

Hence, equation (A1.22) is a solution to the problem for any k. On the other hand,

since equation (41.26) is equivalent to

Alx-A'b-(I-t.t¡kf=o

(1^1.24)

by equation (A I . 1), any solution x' to the problem must satisff

Ax' = AA*b.

,alx-,t.tl=o

(A1.26)

10s

(At.27)

(41.28)



Thus,

x' = A*b+x' -A*b
=A*b+x'-A*AA*b (Al.Z9)
=A*b+(I-A*A)x'.

Therefore, x' caî be expressed in the form of equ afion (A1.22). This completes the

proof.
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Appendix 2. Singular-Value Decomposition

Suppose thaf a mxn Íeâ.I matrix is given. Then ArA is a nonnegative matrix whose

eigenvalues, i.e., the solutions det().I,,-A'A)=0, are nonnegative real numbers. Let the

eigenvalues be ),r, Lr,..., Â,,,(4 > 1, 2 ... 2 Ã,, > 0) . Let also

a, ) a, ) . ..à ø.,n,,,,,,¡ ) 0. Now express the matrix I as the product of three matrices:

A=(JDVT, (A2.2)

o, =,[1 , i=1,2,...,min(m,n).

Where U is a mxm orthogonal matrix, Vis a nxn orthogonal matrix, and x is an mxn

matrix defined by

The righrhand side of equation (A2.2) is called the singular-value decomposition, and

o,(i =7,2,...,min(m,n)) are called singular values. The number of nonzero singular value is

(A2.t)

tf m>n

6n

tf m<n

r = rankA-

( 2.3)
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Since u and v are orthogonal, they satisfy

Consider the meaning of the singular-value decomposition of I in relation to the

linear transformation l:Ax.Let y, = (J'! and x, =Vr x , from (42.2)

uu,' -ur(J = 1,,, vvr =vrv = In.

This implies that the transformation from x to y can be decomposed into three consecutive

transformations: the orthogonal transformation from x to x, by rt', which does not change

length; the one from xn to yu , in which the i'h element of xn is multiplied by o, and

becomes the i"' element of /u without changing its direction; and the orthogonal transform

from yu to y by u , which does not change length. Therefore, the singular-value

decomposition highlights a basic property of linear transformation.

A scheme to obtain the singular-value decomposition follows. First, the singular

values are calculated by equation (42.1). Since the numbers of nonzero eigenvalues for A'A

and AA' are the same, it is computationally more efficient to find the singular values using

theeigenvalusof AA7'when m<n àndthoseof ArAwhen m>n.

Next we obtain u and V . We define a diagonal matrix x, using / nonzero singular

values by

yu =zx,

(A2.s)

This is the r x r principal minor of I . We let the i"' row vectors

respectively, and let

(A2.6)

lo, o lr -l I-r 
Lo o,)

and

LI , =1u,ur,....,u,)

V, =1vr,vr.....,v,)

of u and V be u, and v,,

(1^2.7)
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Then, from equation (A2.2),

A=U,2,Vl

Also, from equation (A2.5),

and

Hence,

tJlu, = I,

v!v, = I, .

Ar AV, =v,2',,

U, = AV,2,t

Since equation (42.8) can be decomposed into

Ar Av, =v.6?, i =1,2,....r

see that v, is the eigenvector of unit lengfh for eigenvalue 2, of Ar .¿ . Thus it can determine

Ir, from the eigenvectors of Ar A for eigenvalues 4,4,...,4. The part of Z other than v,,

which consists of vectors y,r' obtained it can Zdetermine u,by equation (42.9) and the

other part of U by equation (A2.5).Instead of equations (42.8) and (42.9), it can be also

used

and

A7' A(J , = (J ,2',,

v, = A'u,2;t

(A2.8)

(A2.e)

(42.10)

(A2.8',)

(A2.9')
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